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Abstract
In artificial intelligence systems, various machine learning al-
gorithms are used as learning algorithms. The most used arti-
ficial intelligence approaches are symbolic rule-based systems
and subsymbolic neural networks. The main objective of this
work is to study the game strategy emergence by using subsym-
bolic approach - neural networks. From the viewpoint of arti-
ficial intelligence, games in general are interesting. The games
are often complex even if their definitions, rules and goals are
simple. In this work we are concerned about the Battleship
game. The Battleship game is a representative of games with in-
complete information. We will design and implement solutions
based on using subsymbolic artificial intelligence approach to
solve the Battleship game. We will use machine learning tech-
niques as the supervised learning and the reinforcement learning
for this purpose. We will compare machine learning techniques
used by using simulation results and statistical data of human
player.
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1. Introduction
Games in general are suitable to study many AI approaches.
Games, especially board games are simple, well defined and
playing strategies are well comparable. Therefore it is simple
to evaluate game strategies developed by AI systems, especially
by machine learning techniques.

Popular breakthroughs have been done in AI system playing
board games [4, 11, 16, 21, 27, 28, 33].

In our work we study the Battleship game as a AI problem. We
will study the Battleship game by symbolic and subsymbolic
AI approaches. We will use multiple machine learning tech-
niques. We will compare these approaches by solving the Bat-
tleship game.

We define our work objectives in section 2.

2. Objectives of the work
We generalize the main objectives of our work. The main objec-
tives are following:

• Design and describe a probability-based heuristic to the
Battleship game strategy

• Use subsymbolic artificial feed-forward network adapted
by supervised learning - gradient descent method to solve
the Battleship game

• Use subsymbolic artificial feed-forward network adapted
by reinforcement learning to solve the Battleship game

• Compare quality of game strategy learned by used sub-
symbolic approach

• Compare game strategy emergence effectiveness of used
and subsymbolic approach.

3. Artificial Intelligence Approaches
Artificial intelligence (AI) [1, 2, 11, 15, 18, 20] is a wide field
of study. AI is usually defined as "the study and design of intel-
ligent agents". AI problems are mainly based on natural intelli-
gent systems and processes.

The emergence of AI research field is linked to the development
and progress in the computer technology that enabled advanced
AI development.

AI goal is to study and design artificial systems concerning:
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• perception

• deduction

• reasoning

• problem solving

• knowledge representation and knowledge transformation

• learning

• planning

• natural language processing

• motion and manipulation

• social intelligence

• general intelligence - strong AI

The AI field is interdisciplinary and it overlaps many other dis-
ciplines as mathematics, computer science, psychology, philos-
ophy, linguistics, neuroscience, cognitive science etc . . .

AI uses many adjustable tools to design advanced systems:

• search and optimization algorithms

• evolutionary computation

• logic programming

• probabilistic and statistical tools

• machine learning techniques

• classifiers

• expert systems

• neural networks

• etc . . .

AI use these tools to develop advanced AI systems. Advanced AI
systems are used for theoretical, research and practical purposes.

We distinguish between cybernetic, high-level symbolic, low-
level subsymbolic and hybrid AI approaches.

3.1 Subsymbolic Artificial Intelligence Approach
Connectionist subsymbolic AI uses parallel and/or sequentially
processed information. In subsymbolic theory information is
represented by a simple sequence of pulses. Transformations are
realized by simple calculations performed by artificial neurons
to solve AI problems.

Theoretical concepts of subsymbolic AI have their origin in neu-
roscience. Networks of neurons, called neural networks are in-
spired by an animal central nervous systems (in particular the
brain) [3, 13, 15, 22, 24, 26, 33].

A single neuron (a nerve cell) is composed of:

• dendrites - input branched connections

• cell body which processes pulses

• axon - output connection

x1 x2 x3 xn - 1 xn

y

u1 u2 u3 uq

input layer

hidden layer

output layer

Figure 1: The simple three-layer ANN with the input layer xxx,
the single hidden layer uuu and the output layer yyy. The output
layer yyy consists of single neuron y.
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Figure 2: The simple artificial neuron with the input vector
xxx, the vector of weights www, threshold ϑ and output activity y.

These biologic neurons and biologic neural networks have in-
spired subsymbolic AI approach creating computational models
of artificial neurons and artificial neural networks (ANNs).

The simple ANN can be formally defined as a parametric map-
ping of input vector xxx to an output activity y, as shown by equa-
tion 1.

y = G(xxx;www,ϑϑϑ) (1)

In the equation 1, xxx is the input vector, www is the vector of neural
weights and ϑϑϑ is the vector of neural thresholds.

The simple ANN, as shown in figure 1 consists of three types of
layers:

• input layer

• hidden layer(s)

• output layer

y = t

(
n

∑
i=1

wixi−ϑ

)
(2)
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An artificial neuron shown in figure 2 is a mathematical function
shown by equation 2 based on:

• input vector xxx

• vector of neural weights www

• threshold ϑϑϑ

• transfer function t()

• output (activity) y

An artificial neuron function can be represented by its linear
combination shown by equation 3 which is used as an input to a
transfer function t().

y = t (w1x1 +w2x2 +w3x3 + · · ·+wn−1xn−1 +wnxn−ϑ) (3)

In equations 4 and 5 we are using the weighted sum of all n
neuron inputs u, where www is a vector of weights and xxx is an input
vector.

u =
n

∑
i=1

wixi (4)

y = t (u+ϑ) (5)

There are many types of ANN transfer functions, most used are:

• sigmoid function

• step function

• linear combination

The simple step function usually used by perceptron is described
by equation 6.

y =

{
1 if u≥ ϑ

0 if u < ϑ
(6)

Simple ANNs can be designed to solve simple AI problems.
While dealing complex AI problems, ANNs are usually adapted
by machine learning techniques:

• Supervised learning

• Unsupervised learning

• Reinforcement learning

• Deep learning

When we are dealing with complex issues, it is difficult to define
symbolic rules explicitly. We can use subsymbolic approaches
to develop a knowledge base by using machine learning tech-
niques.

4. The Battleship Game
The Battleship game is a guessing game for two players. It is
known worldwide as a pencil and paper game which dates from
World War I. It was published by various companies as a pad-
and-pencil game since 1931. We should mention some known
commercial origins of this game:

• The Starex Novelty Co. of NY published game as Salvo
(1931)

• The Strathmore Co. published game as Combat, The Bat-
tleship Game (1933)

• The Milton Bradley Company published the pad-and-
pencil game Broadsides, The Game of Naval Strategy
(1943)

• The Battleship game was released as a plastic board game
by the Milton Bradley Company (1967)

The game has been popularized under the name "The Battleship
game" by the Milton Bradley Company as it was published as a
plastic board game in 1967.

4.1 The Original Battleship Game
We provide description of the Battleship game as an interactive
game for two players; Player1 and Player2. Game is iterative
by performing following tasks simultaneously:

1. initial deployment of Player1’s and Player2’s ships

2. iterative shooting to Player1’s and/or Player2’s battlefield
until enemy ship is hit

3. complete ship destruction in Player1’s and/or Player2’s
battlefield

Task 1 is performed just once by both players, initially at the
beginning of each game, before "action" part starts. Tasks 2
and 3 are repeated sequentially until all ships in Player1’s or
Player2’s battlefield are destroyed (i. e. one player destroys
opponent’s ships).

Player1 wins if he reveals all ships in Player2’s battlefield com-
pletely first, i. e. before Player2 does the same in Player1’s
battlefield. Similarly, Player2 wins if he reveals all ships in
Player1’s battlefield completely first.

Originally (the Milton Bradley Company version), ships were
placed in a battlefield of size of 10×10. This battlefield included
set of linear (oblong) shaped ships, with vertical and horizontal
orientations allowed. Originally, ship shapes were as follows (all
with the width of 1):

• Aircraft Carrier (length of 5)

• Battleship (length of 4)

• Submarine, and Cruiser or Destroyer (length of 3)

• Destroyer or Patrol Boat (length of 2)

Many definition and/or rule variations are present in the history
of this game, for example:
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G
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Figure 3: Example of problem instance, with pattern place-
ments corresponding to the Battleship game rules (pattern
deployment rules). This example is corresponding with our
modification (environment with size of n×n = 7×7 and two
"L"-shaped patterns with size of 2×3).

• after a successful hit, player gains one more hit attempt in
a row

• different battlefield sizes (size of 7×7, 8×8, 8×10, 10×
12, etc . . . )

• many different ship shapes, etc . . .

4.2 Simplified Modification of the Battleship Game
as an Optimization Task

We can consider the Battleship game from the single player per-
spective, who is solving just single instance of "shooting" posi-
tion decision problem at a time [23]. In this case, our optimiza-
tion task is to minimize cumulative number of our hit attempts
while revealing all opponent’s ships completely.

Player, whose task is to reveal ships in enemy battlefield makes
decision each time before hit attempt. Respectively, his task is to
pick a position in enemy battlefield to be shot at next. This deci-
sion making can be formally described as Markov decision pro-
cess (MDP), because player’s decision making is independent of
result of decision made in previous iteration. Since the problem
space is not visible completely, this process can be described as
Partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [8, 9,
17, 26, 32]. All information currently available is stored in a
current state of environment. Therefore, no information about
previous decision making is needed. Apart a current state of
environment, a sequence order of previous hit attempts is irrele-
vant.

Player is formally modeled as an agent. Enemy battlefield (in-
cluding ship placements) is taken into account as a problem in-
stance. Current view of an agent (who’s view is incomplete in-
formation represented by partially revealed problem instance) is
considered as a current state of environment. Ship represents
a pattern present in problem instance. Ship placement may not
be completely known because of incomplete information about
problem instance, represented by a current state of environment.
Ship placement in an environment is formally considered as a
pattern placement (rotation and position) in a problem instance.

We provide simplified modification of the Battleship game for
description and simulation purposes (shown in figure 3). Our
modification is based on the changed environment size, changed
pattern sizes and changed pattern quantity. We can simply sum-
marize this modification as follows:

• only single player optimization perspective

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

1   2    3   4    5   6    7

Figure 4: Figure showing the current state of environment
corresponding to the problem instance shown in figure 3.
Gray cells are not revealed. Black and white cells are al-
ready revealed. Each white cell does not contain a part of a
pattern. Black cell contains a part of a pattern.

• environment size of n×n = 7×7 = 49 "cells" (MAX. hit
attempts is 49)

• "L"-shaped patterns with size of 4 cells arranged in 2×3
shapes (with all 8 rotation permutations allowed)

• two patterns are present in environment

All other trivial rules of the Battleship game remain unchanged
(including the deployment rules):

• pattern overlap (even partial) is not permitted

• patterns may not share common edge

• pattern placement configuration remains stable while
solving single problem instance (to make hit attempt to
same position twice is pointless)

• response from an environment to hit attempt is always
truthful, undeniable (as an oracle which always responds
"YES" or "NO" truthfully), etc . . .

We provide the example of problem instance shown in figure 3.
This example problem instance is in correspondence with our
simplified modification of the Battleship game. We will be us-
ing this example problem instance in this work for simulations,
further explanations and descriptions.

Let us define an example of environment state. In environment
state we have incomplete information about problem instance.
The example environment state which we will be using in this
contribution is shown in figure 4.

In the current environmental state, we already performed hit at-
tempts to cells D3, B4, G5 and D4. The first three hit attempts
to cells D3, B4, G5 (order is irrelevant) were unsuccessful, until
hit attempt to the cell D4 was finally successful. At this stage,
we (or agent solving this problem) should perform some reason-
able decision making to maximize the probability that next hit
attempt will be successful. We provide description of the prob-
abilistic heuristics in section 4.3. Note that initial hit attempts
(before the first successful hit) should have at least some reason-
able strategy too to increase success probability of a hit attempt.
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  P1      P2       P3         P4

  P5      P6       P7         P8

Figure 5: All 8 possible pattern permutations, 4 vertical and
4 horizontal.

4.3 Probability-Based Heuristic to the Simplified
Battleship Game

We provide description of the probabilistic heuristic approach
[5, 6, 7, 19, 29, 31] to the simplified Battleship game described
in section 4.2. There was already performed the first successful
hit attempt in the example environment. The current state of the
environment is shown in figure 4.

Cells D3, B4, G5 do not contain a part of a pattern, but cell D4 is
containing a part of a pattern. What we do not know is specific
pattern rotation (rotation and flip actually) and position. There-
fore, in this case we can not determine cell to be shot at next
with 100% probability of successful result. But we can maxi-
mize successful hit probability by a probability-based heuristic.

According to the simplified battleship game described in section
4.2, patterns placed in an environment are "L"-shaped patterns
with size of 2× 3 squares, with 8 possible rotations (or permu-
tations). All this possible permutations together form the set
PPP = {P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8}. All possible pattern permuta-
tions are shown in figure 5.

In correspondence with the example environment state shown
in figure 4, multiple pattern permutations do match this envi-
ronment state. Furthermore, multiple pattern permutations have
more than one possible position, which do match the current
state of the environment. Numbers of possible pattern positions
according to pattern permutations are shown in table 1.

As shown in table 1, there are totally 17 possible pattern place-
ments (all possible pattern permutations with corresponding
possible positions) that match the current state of the environ-
ment (PosCon f = 17), so that just one pattern is considered and
cell D4 contains it’s part. Each one of 17 possible placements
is covering cell D4 and other three cells in addition. Therefore,
each cell in the environment is covered by some number of pos-
sible pattern placements. In our example, each cell has a number
which is bounded by range from 0 to 17. These non-zero num-
bers (Coverings) for each cell are shown in figure 6 and in table
2.

CoveringProbability of each cell can be calculated by number
of Coverings for the cell divided by sum of all Coverings. This
calculation is given by equation 7.

CoveringProbabilityi =
Coveringsi

∑i Coveringsi
(7)

HitProbability of each cell is overall probability that hit attempt
to this position will result into successful hit. Because in the

A
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G
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Figure 6: The current state of the environment enriched by
non-zero numbers of pattern placement coverings of each
cell. The white numbers placed in dark-gray cells are pat-
tern placement coverings.

current state of the environment we are missing three remaining
parts of the current pattern (MissingParts = 3), HitProbability
of each cell is three times higher than CoveringProbability. Cal-
culation is given by equations 8 and 9.

HitProbabilityi =CoveringProbabilityi×MissingParts (8)

HitProbabilityi =
Coveringsi

∑i Coveringsi
×MissingParts (9)

The sum (∑i Coveringsi) is three times (MissingParts-times)
higher than the number of possible pattern placements PosCon f
(equation 10). Therefore, HitProbability can be described by
equation 11.

∑i Coveringsi

PosCon f
= MissingParts (10)

HitProbabilityi =
Coveringsi

PosCon f
(11)

For each cell i, non-zero value of Coveringsi, calculated
CoveringProbabilityi and HitProbabilityi of all n× n = 7× 7
cells are shown in table 2.

According to HitProbability values shown in table 2, the
most reasonable cell for next hit attempt is cell E4 with
HitProbability of 0.5882. Cells C4 and D5 are acceptable too,
with HitProbability values of 0.4118. Shooting to these posi-
tions is reasonable according to this probability-based heuristics.

Note that if hit attempt to cell with high HitProbability value
will result into unsuccessful hit, high number of pattern place-
ments will be excluded from possible pattern placements in the
current state of the environment, and less pattern placements will
remain.
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Table 1: Numbers of possible pattern positions with correspondence to the current state of the environment. Numbers corre-
spond to all possible pattern permutations.

Pattern Permutation Option: P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 ∑

Numbers of Possible Placements: 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 17

Table 2: CoveringProbability and HitProbability distribution in the current state of the environment. Cells C4, D5 and E4 have
the highest probability values. Note that the sum of HitProbability values equals 3 because there are 3 unrevealed parts of the
current pattern.

Positioniidenti f ier Numbero fCoveringsi CoveringProbabilityi HitProbabilityi

B1 1 1/51 = 0.0196 1/17 = 0.0588
C2 1 1/51 = 0.0196 1/17 = 0.0588
C3 2 2/51 = 0.0392 2/17 = 0.1176
C4 7 7/51=0.1373 7/17=0.4118
C5 3 3/51 = 0.0588 3/17 = 0.1765
C6 2 2/51 = 0.0392 2/17 = 0.1176
D5 7 7/51=0.1373 7/17=0.4118
D6 4 4/51 = 0.0784 4/17 = 0.2353
E2 1 1/51 = 0.0196 1/17 = 0.0588
E3 2 2/51 = 0.0392 2/17 = 0.1176
E4 10 10/51=0.1961 10/17=0.5882
E5 3 3/51 = 0.0588 3/17 = 0.1765
E6 2 2/51 = 0.0392 2/17 = 0.1176
F3 1 1/51 = 0.0196 1/17 = 0.0588
F4 3 3/51 = 0.0588 3/17 = 0.1765
F5 2 2/51 = 0.0392 2/17 = 0.1176

∑ 51 51/51=1 51/17=3

5. Solving the Simplified Battleship Game by
Using 3-Layer Neural Network Adapted by
Using Gradient Descent Method

In the current state of the environment shown in figure 4 and
figure 6, area in which complete pattern is hidden ranges from
B2 to F6. This area has size of 5× 5 = 25 cells and contains
remaining parts of the pattern.

NN input information consists of 7× 7 = 49 cells. We will use
information about the cells as an input for feed-forward neural
network, shown in figure 7. Information will be enriched by
successful next hit attempt performed.

We will use three-layer neural network shown in figure 7 as a
cognitive decision-making player [14]. In the current state of
the environment shown in figure 4, we will create all states that
are possible next states (each possible next state with one more
uncovered square, with successful hit result predicted). Area
where remaining pattern parts is within 5×5 = 25 area. We will
use configurations of these states as an input for neural network.
This concept is described in figure 8.

Possible next state with the highest output activity we consider
as the most probable to fit the current state of the environment,
as shown by equation 12.

yopt = argmax
i

yi (12)

By taking advantage of back-propagation in gradient descent
method, by calculating these partial derivatives we approximate
weight and threshold values. Therefore, the neural network
shown in figure 7 works as a correct parametric mapping of in-

put vector xxx to an output activity y when adaptation process is
finished. The desired accuracy ε should be set properly to make
final mapping precise enough with respect to the effectiveness
of the adaptation process.

6. Solving the Simplified Battleship Game by
Using 3-Layer Neural Network Adapted by
Using Reinforcement Learning

In machine learning, various approaches are used. While us-
ing the supervised learning, input/output pairs are presented (la-
beled examples). While using reinforcement learning [8, 9, 10,
25] inspired by behaviorist psychology, policy is learned on-line
by performance.

Reinforcement learning is used in symbolic and also in subsym-
bolic approaches. Symbolic rule based system like Learning
Classifier System (LCS) [5, 6, 12] uses reinforcement learning
method to evaluate classifiers during their evolutionary process.
LCS uses environment feedback as a reward response to an ac-
tion performed. Neural network as a member of subsymbolic
approaches is also capable of learning output policy by using
feedback as a reward response to an action performed.

In general the reinforcement learning concept is based on:

• a set of environment states SSS

• a set of actions AAA

• state transition rules

• transition reward rules

• agent observation rules
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Figure 7: Figure showing the artificial neural network mapped to the of environment cells.

In the current state of the environment st ∈ SSS, a set of possible
next states SSSt+1⊆ SSS is defined by state transition rules. Our deci-
sion problem is to choose next state st+1 ∈ SSSt+1 with the highest
reward response (predicted). For this purpose we develop policy
heuristic on-line, which is built on state-action-reward history.

Performing an action at ∈ AAA (as an allowed action in state st )
defines the transition between states st and st+1 as described by
equation 13.

st+1← at(st);st ∈ SSS;st+1 ∈ SSSt+1 ⊆ SSS;at ∈ AAA (13)

Reward feedback is a scalar environment response value. Envi-
ronment responses to an action performed, i.e. state transition.
Reward is defined by transition reward rules, defined by equa-
tion 14.

rt+1(st ,at ,st+1) ∈ RRR;st ∈ SSS;st+1 ∈ SSSt+1 ⊆ SSS;at ∈ AAA (14)

If state space is completely observable to an agent, his next
state decision making is described as MDP. If state space is par-
tially observable by reason of observation rules, its stochastic-
ity, complexity and/or size, decision making can be described as
POMDP.

Agent makes decision based on a policy he develops during
his history. Reinforcement learning itself requires clever ex-
ploration mechanisms. Decision policy can be deterministic or
stochastic. From the theory of MDPs it is known that, the search
can be restricted to the set of the so-called stationary policies. A
policy is called stationary if the action-distribution returned by
it depends only on the current state of the environment.

Stochastic policy, e.g. roulette selection or random decision
(with small non-zero probability 1− ε where 0 << ε < 1) is
appropriate to ensure exploration diversity.

As while using gradient descent method, we will use three-layer
neural network shown in figure 7 as a cognitive [14] decision-
making player.

In the current state of the environment shown in figure 4, we will
create all states that are possible next states (each possible next
state with one more uncovered square, with successful hit result

st

st+1,1 st+1,2 st+1,k

at,1 at,2 at,k

Figure 8: Diagram showing how all k possible states with
successful hit prediction are created. These states are evalu-
ated by neural network for action decision.

assumed). This concept is shown in figure 8.

After an action is performed in the environment, environment re-
sponses by providing reward. This reward is directly dependent
on shooting result. Transition reward rules and values depend on
implementation. We choose values shown in equation 15.

rt+1(st ,at ,st+1) =

{
1 if action has resulted into hit
−1 if action has not resulted into hit

(15)

State st+1 information we use for update of the current state st←
st+1, which will be the new current state in the next iteration.

For neural network adaptation we will use Q-learning-inspired
approach [30] for updating neural network weights. Q-learning
algorithm uses Q-values, whose are updated by equation 16.

Qt+1(st ,at) = Qt(st ,at)+α(st ,at)× [rt+1(st ,at ,st+1)

+ γ max
a

Qt(st+1,a)−Qt(st ,at)]

(16)

Q-learning algorithm is parameterized by learning rate α(st ,at)
to control Q-value change rate. Parameter γ called discount fac-
tor is used to reduce reward acquisition by Q-value update.
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We use similar approach to Q-learning algorithm to modify neu-
ral network weights and thresholds. If an action performed re-
sulted into hit, success information is back-propagated into neu-
ral network by modifying neural network weights and thresh-
olds. Update starts from output layer through hidden layer, up-
dating weights of active neurons, which have actively partici-
pated on the current decision making. Thus the neural network
is learning environment response by reinforcing neural network
inner preferences. Thus, if environment response is negative,
activities of active neurons are suppressed.

This approach is similar to value back-propagation used in gra-
dient descent method approach. The difference is that only bi-
nary (success or not success) information is used for neural net-
work update. Information about the probability distribution and
correct input/output pairs is unavailable. Only success or not
success information is used to learn the policy.

7. Simulation Results
We provide data, presented by diagrams showing effectiveness
of approaches by revealing two patterns of the simplified Battle-
ship game. Neural network will be adapted by two techniques:
supervised learning and reinforcement learning for comparison.
We also include results of human playing the simplified Battle-
ship game.

For purpose of approach comparison and quality of game strat-
egy learned we will use these metrics:

• visualized data - graphs of success rate according to hit
attempts

• average number of hit attempts performed to reveal both
patterns

• our custom score

Our custom score we define as average success rate according to
hit attempts evaluated by vector kkk shown by equation 17.

kkk =
(

49
49

,
48
49

,
47
49

, . . . ,
2

49
,

1
49

)
≈ (1,0.98,0.96, . . . ,0.04,0.02)

(17)

7.1 Neural Network Results of Solving the Simplified
Battleship Game By Using the Supervised Learn-
ing

After performing 40000 learning iterations the results have
shown that neural network was adapted by the supervised learn-
ing properly. We have set number of learning iterations for each
adaptation run to 40000, to insure proper adaptation quality.

We provide average results after 40000 learning iterations of
10000 neural network simulations, shown in figure 9. Cumu-
lative success rate of adapted neural network is shown in figure
10.

Results have shown that adapted three-layer feedforward neu-
ral network is responding to given input almost equally to the
probability-based heuristics, described in section 4.3. Outputs
were in correspondence with this heuristic with precision of
96.12%. This correlation has proven that probability-based
heuristic is appropriate strategy. Therefore 3-layer feedforward
neural network described in section 5 is adaptable to solve the
simplified Battleship game effectively.

7.2 Neural Network Results of Solving the Simpli-
fied Battleship Game By Using the Reinforce-
ment Learning

Figure 11 is showing average success rate of neural network
adapted by the reinforcement learning.

The analysis of 10000 adaptation runs has shown that neural
network adapted by the reinforcement learning has:

• sufficient number of learning iterations: 160000

• average number of hit attempts performed to reveal both
patterns: 20.87423

• our custom score: 6.03007

The average number of hit attempts performed to reveal both
patterns was slightly higher than while using neural network
adapted by the supervised learning. RL average number of hit
attempts was 20.87423, SL average number of hit attempts was
19.85320. Graphical difference in average success rate of NN
adapted by RL and SL are shown in figure 12.

7.3 Human Solving the Simplified Battleship Game
We have performed a survey, including 12 human players. We
have played 100 games totally. Each human was informed about
probability-based heuristics described in section 4.3. Average
human results are shown in figure 13.

Average results have shown that human player has the following
characteristics:

• average number of hit attempts performed to reveal both
patterns: 21.02150

• our custom score: 6.02531

To compare a human player and neural network adapted by su-
pervised learning, in figure 14 we show that neural network
adapted by supervised learning is more effective than average
human player.

Comparison of experiment results, including simulation and sur-
vey attributes are shown in table 3.

Table 3 compares human player and adapted neural network re-
sults. Table includes success rate of both player types until sec-
ond pattern completely unrevealed. Human player success rate
was 41.15% and neural network success rate was 47.35%, which
is 6.2% more effective.

Results have shown that adapted neural network is more effec-
tive than human player, even if human player has information
about probability-based heuristics.

Table 3 compares results of human player and adapted neural
network. Table includes success rate of both player types until
second pattern completely unrevealed. Human player success
rate was 41.15% and neural network success rate was 47.35%,
which is 6.2% more.

Results have shown that adapted neural network is more effec-
tive than human player, even if human player has information
about probability-based heuristics.
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Figure 9: Average success rate of neural network adapted by the supervised learning. Diagram is showing average success rate
of 10000 adaptation runs. Each run included 40000 learning iterations.
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Figure 10: Diagram showing cumulative success rate of neural network adapted by the supervised learning. Diagram is showing
cumulative success rate of 10000 adaptation runs, each including 40000 learning iterations.

Table 3: Table showing comparison of human players and neural network adapted by supervised learning simulation experi-
ments, including experiment attributes and results.

Attribute ↓ \ Player Type→ Human Neural Network
Rounds Played 100 10000
Total Hit Attempts 1944 168952
Successful Hit Attempts 100×8 = 800 10000×8 = 80000
Unsuccessful Hit Attempts 1944−800 = 1144 168952−80000 = 88952
Success Rate 800/1944 = 41.15% 80000/168952 = 47.35%
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Figure 11: Average success rate of neural network adapted by the reinforcement learning. Diagram is showing average success
rate of 10000 adaptation runs. Each run included 160000 learning iterations.
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Figure 12: Diagram showing comparison of neural network adapted by the reinforcement learning and neural network adapted
by the supervised learning by solving the simplified Battleship game.
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Figure 13: Diagram showing average results of human player playing the simplified Battleship game. Diagram is not quite
smooth because of lower data sample amount (100 games played).
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Figure 14: Diagram showing that neural network adapted by supervised learning is more effective by solving the simplified
Battleship game.
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7.4 Comparison of Machine Learning Techniques by
Solving the Simplified Battleship Game

The most effective was NN adapted by SL. The second was NN
adapted by RL. We provide gained results of simulations in the
table 4. Human has results comparable to NN adapted by RL.

We have discussed quality of learned strategy by AI approach.
We will focus on emergence of strategy while using NN adapted
by SL and RL techniques (figures 15 and 16). For this purpose
we use our defined metrics - hit attempts performed to reveal
both patterns and our custom score.

8. Conclusions
Results shown in figure 14 have proven that neural network
adapted by the gradient descent method is more effective than
human player. In table 3, it is shown that neural network has
better success rate than human player (6.2% higher).

If we rank used AI approaches, NN adapted by SL provides
slightly better strategy quality and much better learning effec-
tiveness.

We have shown that neural network is capable of learning com-
plex game strategy by using reinforcement learning without
knowing problem model. Reinforcement feedback is sufficient
for neural network training but it needs more iterations. It is
expected that neural network would need more iterations while
learning on reinforcement feedback.

We have completed objectives of our work, depicted in section
2:

• We have designed and described the probability-based
heuristic to the Battleship game strategy

• We have studied subsymbolic artificial feed-forward net-
work adapted by supervised learning - gradient descent
method to solve the Battleship game

• We have studied subsymbolic artificial feed-forward net-
work adapted by reinforcement learning to solve the Bat-
tleship game

• We have compared quality of game strategy learned by
used subsymbolic approach

• We have compared game strategy emergence effectiveness
of used subsymbolic approach.

Artificial neural networks are inspired by natural neural net-
works. Both neural network and human player is able to solve
games as the Battleship game after learning the game strategy.
This strategy is described by probability-based heuristic.

By study of AI behavior we can develop more advanced artifi-
cial systems to solve real-world problems. Furthermore we can
study artificial systems to understand natural processes, includ-
ing processes of human decision-making and learning.
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symbolic approach (NN adapted by SL) and subsymbolic approach (NN adapted by RL). Strategy quality is measured in hit
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